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the No. 1 Sunday
Times bestselling
author, featuring DI
Logan McRae and
DCI Roberta Steel.
Flesh House Nov
21 2021 A new
Logan McRae
thriller from the
bestselling author
of Cold Granite,
Dying Light and
Broken Skin, set in
gritty Aberdeen.
Paddington and
the Christmas
Surprise Aug 26
2019 A funny,
festive picture book
about Paddington,
the beloved, classic
bear from darkest
Peru.
Cold Granite
(Logan McRae,
Book 1) Oct 01
2022 The very first
Logan McRae novel
in the No.1
bestselling crime
series from Stuart
MacBride. DS
Logan McRae and
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Aberdeen hunt a
child killer who
stalks the frozen
streets.
Stuart MacBride:
Ash Henderson 2book Crime Thriller
Collection Jul 18
2021 Two Ash
Henderson crime
thrillers from the
author of four
consecutive No. 1
Sunday Times
bestsellers.
Dying Light Aug
31 2022 The
Number One
bestselling
detective series
from the awardwinning Stuart
MacBride continues
in this second crime
thriller. It's
summertime in
Scotland: the sun is
shining, the sky is
blue and people are
dying... It's
summertime in the
Granite City: the
sun is shining, the
sky is blue and
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people are dying...
It starts with Rosie
Williams, a
prostitute, stripped
naked and beaten
to death down by
the docks - the
heart of Aberdeen's
red light district.
For DS Logan
McRae it's a bad
start to another bad
day. Rosie won't be
the only one
making an
unscheduled trip to
the morgue. Across
the city six people
are burning to
death in a petrolsoaked squat, the
doors and windows
screwed shut from
the outside. And
despite Logan's
best efforts, it's not
long before another
prostitute turns up
on the slab...
Blind Eye Feb 22
2022 The new
Logan McRae
thriller set in gritty
Free
Aberdeen, Access
from the
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bestselling author
of Cold Granite and
Flesh House.
The A to Z of Us
Jul 26 2019
‘Brilliantly funny
and sweet, so
heartwarming and
relatable. I couldn’t
stop reading it!’
Lucy Vine ‘Warm,
witty, romantic and
oh-so relatable, I
couldn’t put this
book down’ Zara
Stoneley Can love
ever be as easy as
ABC?
A Song for the
Dying Jan 12 2021
A heart-stopping
crime thriller and
the fourth
consecutive No. 1
Bestseller from the
author of the Logan
McRae series and
Birthdays for the
Dead.
All That's Dead Apr
26 2022 There's a
darkness in the
heart of Scotland...
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Logan McRae
thriller from No. 1
Sunday Times
bestseller Stuart
MacBride. Scream
all you want, no one
can hear...
Inspector Logan
McRae is looking
forward to a nice
simple case something to ease
him back into work
after a year off on
the sick. But the
powers-that-be
have other ideas...
The high-profile
anti-independence
campaigner,
Professor Wilson,
has gone missing,
leaving nothing but
bloodstains behind.
There's a war
brewing between
the factions for and
against Scottish
Nationalism.
Infighting in the
police ranks. And
it's all playing out
in the merciless
glare of the media.
3/12

Logan's superiors
want results, and
they want them
now. Someone out
there is trying to
make a point, and
they're making it in
blood. If Logan
can't stop them, it
won't just be his
career that dies.
Shatter the Bones
(Logan McRae,
Book 7) Aug 19
2021 A bestseller
from the awardwinning Stuart
MacBride. The
seventh DS Logan
McRae thriller is a
gripping pageturner in which
fame and fortune
crash head-on with
crime and
punishment. No
suspects. No clues.
No rest for the
wicked.
Cold Granite Oct
09 2020 DCI Logan
McRae returns to
his job in Aberdeen
CID after Access Free
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recuperating from a
stab wound and
finds himself
assigned to a brutal
serial killer case.
Martin's Press.
No Less The Devil
Apr 14 2021 AN
INSTANT SUNDAY
TIMES
BESTSELLER.
What readers are
saying about No
Less the Devil:
'Ratchets up the
tension and keeps it
there' ***** 'The
plot twist is divine'
***** 'The last
quarter of the book
goes to an all-time
new level' *****
'MacBride is an
absolute master of
understated dark
humour' ***** 'We
are each our own
devil, and we make
this world our hell.'
It's been seventeen
months since the
Bloodsmith
butchered his first
Access Free
victim
andDying Light
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Operation Maypole
is still no nearer to
catching him. The
media is whipping
up a storm, the top
brass are
demanding results,
but the
investigation is
sinking fast. Now
isn't the time to get
distracted with
other cases, but
Detective Sergeant
Lucy McVeigh
doesn't have much
choice. When
Benedict Strachan
was just eleven, he
hunted down and
killed a homeless
man. No one's ever
figured out why
Benedict did it, but
now, after sixteen
years, he's back on
the streets again battered,
frightened,
convinced a
shadowy 'They' are
out to get him, and
begging Lucy for
help. It sounds like
4/12

paranoia, but what
if he's right? What
if he really is
caught up in
something bigger
and darker than
Lucy's ever dealt
with before? What
if the Bloodsmith
isn't the only
monster out there?
And what's going to
happen when Lucy
goes after them?
________ 'Stuart
MacBride is an
automatic mustread for me...
always fast, hard,
authentic - and
different' LEE
CHILD 'There can
be no question that
MacBride is one of
this country's finest
crime writers'
DAILY MAIL 'Wow.
What a ride!
Exceptional. A must
read.' DEBORAH
MASSON
Marley: A Dog
Like No Other Nov
29 2019 A Access
heart-Free
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warming story
about the World’s
Worst Dog, adapted
from John Grogan’s
phenomenally
bestselling memoir,
Marley and Me.
Close to the Bone
(Logan McRae,
Book 8) Jun 28
2022 The eighth
Logan McRae novel
in the No.1
bestselling crime
series from Stuart
MacBride. Every
murder tells a
story. But not every
victim tells the
truth. ‘A terrific
writer ... McRae is a
delight’ The Times
Birthdays for the
Dead Nov 09 2020
Twelve years.
Twelve dead girls.
Thirteen will be
unlucky for some.
The Number One
bestselling crime
thriller from the
award-winning
Stuart MacBride. A
Access Free
Dying Light
bloody,
brilliant
and
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brutal story of
murder, kidnap and
revenge.
The Missing and
the Dead (Logan
McRae, Book 9) Sep
19 2021 The ninth
Logan McRae
thriller from the
No. 1 bestseller
Stuart MacBride.
‘Dark and griping.
A riveting pageturner’ Independent
on Sunday
A Dark So Deadly
Mar 14 2021 A
gripping standalone
thriller from the
Sunday Times No.1
bestselling author
of the Logan McRae
series.
Dying Light
(Logan McRae,
Book 2) Nov 02
2022 The second
crime thriller in the
No.1 bestselling
Logan McRae
series from Stuart
MacBride. Even the
darkest crimes will
come to light...
5/12

‘Stuart MacBride is
a damned fine
writer’ Peter James
In the Cold Dark
Ground (Logan
McRae, Book 10)
May 16 2021 THE
SUNDAY TIMES
NO. 1
BESTSELLER The
tenth Logan McRae
novel from the No.
1 bestselling
author. ‘Top drawer
... his most epic
outing yet’
Independent
22 Dead Little
Bodies and Other
Stories Sep 07 2020
From the No. 1
bestselling author
of THE MISSING
AND THE DEAD
comes the short
novel: 22 DEAD
LITTLE BODIES,
plus two short
stories: STRAMASH
and DI STEEL'S
BAD HEIR DAY,
and a novella: THE
45% HANGOVER,
Access
all featuring
his Free
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most popular
characters – DS
Logan McRae and
DCI Roberta Steel.
The 45%
Hangover Jul 06
2020 A brilliantly
twisty, 80-page
novella from the
No. 1 bestselling
author of the Logan
McRae series.
Including an extract
from his new Logan
novel, The Missing
and the Dead. It's
the night of the big
Referendum, and
all Acting Detective
Inspector Logan
McRae has to do is
find a missing "No"
campaigner. Should
be easy enough...
But, as usual, DCI
Steel has plans of
her own. As the
votes are counted
there's trouble
brewing in the pubs
and on the streets
of Aberdeen.
Logan's picked up a
Access Free Dying
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all is not quite what
it seems, and things
are about to go
very, very wrong...
Cold Storage Dec
31 2019 "On every
level, Cold Storage
is pure,
unadulterated
entertainment."
—Douglas Preston,
The New York
Times Book Review
For fans of The
Martian, Dark
Matter, and Before
the Fall comes an
astonishing debut
thriller by the
screenwriter of
Jurassic Park: a
wild and terrifying
bioterrorism
adventure about
three strangers who
must work together
to contain a highly
contagious, deadly
organism that could
destroy all of
humanity. They
thought it was
contained. They
were wrong. When
6/12

Pentagon bioterror
operative Roberto
Diaz was sent to
investigate a
suspected
biochemical attack,
he found something
far worse: a highly
mutative organism
capable of
extinction-level
destruction. He
contained it and
buried it in cold
storage deep
beneath a littleused military
repository. Now,
after decades of
festering in a
forgotten subbasement, the
specimen has found
its way out and is
on a lethal feeding
frenzy. Only Diaz
knows how to stop
it. He races across
the country to help
two unwitting
security
guards—one an excon, the other a
AccessOver
Free
single mother.
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one harrowing
night, the unlikely
trio must figure out
how to quarantine
this horror again.
All they have is
luck, fearlessness,
and a mordant
sense of humor.
Will that be enough
to save all of
humanity?
Logan McRae
Crime Series Books
1-3: Cold Granite,
Dying Light, Broken
Skin (Logan
McRae) Feb 10
2021 The first three
crime novels in the
Number One
bestselling series
by the awardwinning Stuart
MacBride.
Logan Mcrae,
V.11 - Blood Road
Dec 23 2021
The Executioner
Apr 02 2020 FROM
THE AUTHOR OF
THE SUNDAY
TIMES NUMBER
AccessBESTSELLER
Free Dying Light
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THE CALLER.
Inside a Los
Angeles church, on
the altar steps, lies
the blood-soaked
body of a priest.
Later, the forensic
team discover that,
on the victim's
chest, the figure 3
has been scrawled
in blood. At first,
Detective Robert
Hunter believes
that this is a
ritualistic killing.
But as more bodies
surface, he is
forced to reassess.
All the victims died
in the way they
feared the most.
Their worst
nightmares have
literally come true.
But how could the
killer have known?
And what links
these apparently
random victims?
Hunter finds
himself on the trail
of an elusive and
sadistic killer,
7/12

somone who
apparently has the
power to read his
victims' minds.
Someone who can
sense what scares
his victims the
most. Someone who
will stop at nothing
to achieve his
twisted aim. Praise
for THE CRUCIFIX
KILLER: 'A gripping
debut ... Not for the
squeamish' Heat 'A
page turner'
Express
Ramble Book:
Musings on
Childhood,
Friendship, Family
and 80s Pop
Culture Jan 30 2020
A RADIO 4 BOOK
OF THE WEEK ‘An
affectionate and
revealing account
... Funny, sad, real,
rueful.’ The Times
‘Warm, rambling
and self-aware’
Guardian The longawaited, rambling,
Access
tender, and
veryFree
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funny memoir from
Adam Buxton
Close to the Bone
Mar 26 2022 Krimi.
DI Logan McRae
has a lot of things
to worry about: A
murder, rival drug
gangs fighting over
product and
territory, two
teenage lovers
missing, someone
crippling Asian
immigrants. In
addition Logan has
been lumbered with
an ambitious new
Detective Sergeant,
a mountain of
paperwork, and the
unwelcome
attention of his
superiors and the
local crime boss.
When another body
turns up, it looks as
if the similarities
between these
murders and the
plot of a bestselling
novel are more than
just a coincidence
Access Free
DyingDie
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Oct 28 2019 'I need
your help,
Detective. Fire or
water?' Detective
Robert Hunter of
the LAPD's
Homicide Special
Section receives an
anonymous call
asking him to go to
a specific web
address - a private
broadcast. Hunter
logs on and a show
devised for his eyes
only immediately
begins. But the
caller doesn't want
Detective Hunter to
just watch, he
wants him to
participate, and
refusal is simply not
an option. Forced to
make a sickening
choice, Hunter
must sit and watch
as an unidentified
victim is tortured
and murdered live
over the Internet.
The LAPD, together
with the FBI, use
everything at their
8/12

disposal to
electronically trace
the transmission
down, but this killer
is no amateur, and
he has covered his
tracks from start to
finish. And before
Hunter and his
partner Garcia are
even able to get
their investigation
going, Hunter
receives a new
phone call. A new
website address. A
new victim. But this
time the killer has
upgraded his game
into a live murder
reality show, where
anyone can cast the
deciding vote.
Now We Are Dead
Jun 16 2021 She
can’t prove he did
it. But she might
die trying... From
the Sunday Times
No.1 bestselling
author of the Logan
McRae series,
comes a standalone
Access Free
spinoff featuring
DS
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Roberta Steel.
Halfhead Jun 04
2020 Terrifying
serial killer thriller
set in the gritty
Glasgow of the near
future, from the
bestselling author
of the Logan McRae
series. There are
worse things than
the death penalty...
They call them
halfheads:
convicted criminals,
surgically mutilated
and lobotomized by
the State, then sent
out to do menial
jobs in the
community so
everyone will know
what happens when
you break the law.
There are no
appeals, no
reprieves, and no
one ever comes
back. Until now. Dr
Fiona Westfield,
one of the most
prolific serial killers
Glasgow has ever
Accessis
Free
Dying Light
seen,
waking
up.
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Surrounded by
blood and death
and darkness.
William Hunter has
risen through the
ranks since putting
Westfield away;
now he's Assistant
Network Director,
in charge of police
actions. But a
routine murder
investigation is
about to embroil
him in an appalling
conspiracy. The
vast connurb blocks
on Glasgow's
deprived south side
are ready to
explode. Eleven
years ago the VR
riots killed millions
- now someone
wants to start them
all over again. And
Will is being
dragged back into a
past he desperately
wants to forget...
The Impossible
Dead May 04 2020
Malcolm Fox
returns in the
9/12

stunning second
novel in Ian
Rankin's series...
'Criminally good'
WOMAN & HOME
From the No.1
bestselling author
of A SONG FOR
THE DARK TIMES.
'Excitingly gripping
storytelling' THE
TIMES Malcolm
Fox and his team
are back,
investigating
whether fellow cops
covered up for
Detective Paul
Carter. Carter has
been found guilty of
misconduct, but
what should be a
simple job is soon
complicated by a
brutal murder and a
weapon that should
not even exist. A
trail of revelations
leads Fox back to
1985, a year of
desperate unrest
when letter-bombs
and poisonous
Access
spores were
sentFree
to
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government offices,
and kidnappings
and murders were
plotted. But while
the body count rises
the clock starts
ticking, and a
dramatic turn of
events sees Fox in
mortal danger.
The Fellowship of
the Ring Sep 27
2019 Fantasy
fiction. The first
ever illustrated
paperback of part
one of Tolkien's
epic masterpiece,
The Lord of the
Rings, featuring 19
colour paintings by
Alan Lee.
I Am Death Mar 02
2020 "Seven days
after being
abducted, the body
of a twenty-year-old
woman is found on
a grassy area by the
Los Angeles
International
Airport. She has
been left with her
Access stretched
Free Dying Light
limbs
out
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and spread apart,
placing her in a
five-point human
star. The autopsy
reveals that she has
been tortured and
murdered in a
bizarre way, but the
surprises don't end
there. The killer
likes to play, and he
left something
behind for the cops
to find. Detective
Robert Hunter is
assigned to the case
[and] almost
immediately a
second body turns
up"-Star Crossed:
Aries Rising Jun
24 2019 Aquarius
Logan McRae is a
high school
sophomore in Terra
Bella Beach, CA
and has been
working all
semester to impress
her teachers in
order to get into the
summer writing
camp she
10/12

desperately wants
to attend. But when
this ordinary girl
finds an
extraordinary book,
Fearless Astrology,
her life is changed
forever. Applying
what she’s learned
about the zodiac,
she lands her own
column in the
school paper and a
date with the
hottest guy in
school! But when
Logan threatens to
catch the members
of a secret society
called The Gears,
who have been
vandalizing school
property by reading
the stars, she
quickly learns that
she is in over her
head. Will Logan be
able to catch The
Gears, save her love
life, keep her
newspaper column,
and get into the
writing camp of her
Free
dreams allAccess
through
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the use of
astrology?
Dark Blood May
28 2022 The new
Logan McRae novel
set in gritty
Aberdeen from the
author of Cold
Granite and Blind
Eye Richard Knox
has served his time,
so why shouldn't he
be allowed to live
wherever he wants?
Yes, in the past he
was a violent rapist,
but he has seen the
error of his ways,
found God, and
wants to leave his
dark past in
Newcastle behind
him and make a
new start—or so he
says. Detective
Sergeant Logan
McRae isn't exactly
thrilled to be part of
the team helping
Knox settle into his
new Aberdeen
home, and he's
even less thrilled to
Access
Free
Dying
Light
be
stuck
with
DSI
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Danby, the man
who put Knox
behind bars for 10
years, supposedly
here to "keep an
eye on things." Only
things are about to
go very, very
wrong. Edinburgh
gangster Malk the
Knife wants a slice
of the development
boom Donald
Trump's golf course
is bringing to the
Granite City,
whether local crime
lord Wee Hamish
Mowat likes it or
not, while three
heavies from
Newcastle want a
"quiet word" with
DSI Danby about a
missing mob
accountant, and
Richard Knox’s
dark past isn’t done
with him yet.
Bloodshot Oct 21
2021 In the third
installment of the
acclaimed mystery
series set in
11/12

Aberdeen, Scotland,
Detective Sergeant
Logan MacRae is
assigned the
thankless task of
investigating a John
Doe abandoned at a
local hospital E.R.,
while searching for
the eight-year-old
hoodlum
responsible for the
death of an elderly
man and trying to
prove that a star
soccer player is
guilty of a series of
rapes. Reprint.
20,000 first
printing.
Partners in Crime:
Two Logan and
Steel Short Stories
(Bad Heir Day and
Stramash) Jan 24
2022 Two bloody
brilliant short
stories from No. 1
bestselling crime
writer Stuart
MacBride, featuring
DS Logan McRae
and his boss DI
Access Free
Steel
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Broken Skin Jul 30
2022 Logan
investigates the
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local bondage
community when
films turn up
showing that
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someone has
developed a taste
for violent death.
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